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Some of the projections may constitute forward-looking statements. Such

forward looking statements are based on our current expectations, could

be affected by numerous factors, and are subject to various risks and

uncertainties. Do not rely on any forward-looking statement, as we cannot

predict or control many of the factors that ultimately may affect our ability to

achieve the results estimated. We make no promise to update any forward-

looking statement, whether as a result of changes in underlying factors,

new information, future events or otherwise. 
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NOTICE

This document is confidential, legally privileged, and intended only for the

proprietary use of 420Coin, LLC and the prospective investor. The work

product contained herein is confidential and not intended for public

consumption. Improper dissemination of trade secrets as presented in this

420Coin White Paper is strictly prohibited and subjected to prosecution to

the maximum extent allowable by law.
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Sami is an accomplished coder with a passion

for investing and fitness. He brings years of

coding experience to the 420Coin team honed

while working for multiple companies,

including RWJ Barnabas Health.
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SAMI SHEHADEHREESE LITTLE
Reese brings a passion for business and

investing to 420Coin. As president of three

collegiate organizations, Reese has been

recognized as a natural leader committed to

diversity, equity, and inclusion.

420Coin is a social impact cryptocurrency

raising funds for medicinal cannabis

research. Born out of tragedy, founders

Reese Little and Sami Shehadeh created

420Coin after their friend Anthony, an

accomplished freestyle skier, was paralyzed

from the neck down in a skiing accident.

When doctors refused to provide Anthony

with medicinal cannabis, Reese and Sami

started searching for a solution to provide

Anthony and other ill and injured people

with an opportunity to receive alternative

treatment and renewed hope in life.

WHO WE ARE CONNECT WITH US

Follow 420Coin on TikTok

Follow 420Coin on Instagram

Join 420Coin on Clubhouse

Chat with 420Coin on Telegram

Join 420Coin on Discord

https://www.tiktok.com/@420coinofficial?_d=secCgYIASAHKAESMgowxry1kRsqQQfuPg4rvJiqF3UjUTTtlqs%2Bt%2BEkAGTgHHb%2F%2BGtxY7yfPXNPQq0dV02JGgA%3D&language=en&preview_pb=0&sec_user_id=MS4wLjABAAAAz-rQW_bVLpjUaauf2_q72IfN8AFzwYGMFMRMJIELiR6dNO8QJuya4R1hh26uzvgl&share_app_id=1233&share_item_id=6959272945139174662&share_link_id=F7AB8605-9056-4A78-8F59-287DE286AFF8&source=h5_m&timestamp=1620332135&tt_from=copy&u_code=dibi0ae6b4k4a0&user_id=6958163361227129861&utm_campaign=client_share&utm_medium=ios&utm_source=copy&_r=1
https://www.instagram.com/420coinofficial/
https://www.clubhouse.com/club/weed-and-420coin
https://t.me/FourTwenty_Coin
https://discord.com/invite/U7z7A2fnEh
https://www.tiktok.com/@420coinofficial?_d=secCgYIASAHKAESMgowxry1kRsqQQfuPg4rvJiqF3UjUTTtlqs%2Bt%2BEkAGTgHHb%2F%2BGtxY7yfPXNPQq0dV02JGgA%3D&language=en&preview_pb=0&sec_user_id=MS4wLjABAAAAz-rQW_bVLpjUaauf2_q72IfN8AFzwYGMFMRMJIELiR6dNO8QJuya4R1hh26uzvgl&share_app_id=1233&share_item_id=6959272945139174662&share_link_id=F7AB8605-9056-4A78-8F59-287DE286AFF8&source=h5_m&timestamp=1620332135&tt_from=copy&u_code=dibi0ae6b4k4a0&user_id=6958163361227129861&utm_campaign=client_share&utm_medium=ios&utm_source=copy&_r=1
https://www.instagram.com/420coinofficial/
https://www.clubhouse.com/club/weed-and-420coin
https://t.me/FourTwenty_Coin
https://discord.com/invite/U7z7A2fnEh
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MISSION
We aim to empower investors and cannabis enthusiasts with a marketable token

that capitalizes upon the explosive growth of cryptocurrency to create social

impact by raising funds for medicinal cannabis research.

VISION
We envision a world where cannabis is seen as a viable alternative to dangerous,

addictive prescription narcotics.

Given the growth of the cannabis industry, interested parties can clearly observe

how 420Coin is fulfilling its mission and vision by helping fund research a

substance that has been in the dark for almost a century. 

ASSURANCE

420Coin is a social impact cryptocurrency 

on the Ethereum blockchain offering 

investors a unique opportunity to 

support groundbreaking 

medicinal cannabis research.

ABOUT US



Cryptocurrency is a form of digital currency that is

rapidly gaining mainstream status with investors. This

digital asset is designed to work as a medium of

exchange wherein individual coin ownership records are

stored in a ledger. This ledger exists as a computerized

database using strong cryptography to secure

transaction records, control the creation of additional

coins, and to verify the transfer of coin ownership. 

CRYPTOCURRENCY 101
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Cryptocurrency does not exist in physical form and is typically

not issued by a central authority. Rather, this digital asset is

typically used in decentralized control as opposed to

centralized digital currency and central banking systems. 

When cryptocurrency is minted or created prior to issuance, or

being issued by a single issuer, it is generally considered

centralized. When implemented with decentralized control,

each cryptocurrency works through distributed ledger

technology, typically a blockchain, that serves as a public

financial transaction database.

The most popular cryptocurrencies by market capitalization are

Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, and Litecoin. Other well-

known cryptocurrencies include Tezos, EOS, and ZCash. Some

are similar to Bitcoin. Others are based on different

technologies, or have new features that allow them to do more

than transfer value. 

Cryptocurrency  for  a  Cause
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THE BASICS OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
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Bitcoin is the first and most well-known, but there are

thousands of types of cryptocurrencies. Many, like Litecoin

and Bitcoin Cash, share Bitcoin’s core characteristics but

explore new ways to process transactions. Others offer a

wider range of features. Ethereum, for example, can be used

to run applications and create contracts. All four are based on

an idea called the blockchain, which is key to understanding

how cryptocurrency works. 

At its most basic, a blockchain is a list of transactions that

anyone can view and verify. The Bitcoin blockchain, for

example, is a record of every time someone sends or receives

Bitcoin. This list of transactions is fundamental for most

cryptocurrencies because it enables secure payments to be

made between people who don’t know each other without

having to go through a third-party verifier like a bank. 

The blockchain ledger is split across all the computers on the

network, which are constantly verifying that the blockchain is

accurate. This means there is no central vault, entity, or

database that can be hacked, stolen, or manipulated. 

Cryptocurrency  for  a  Cause
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HOW CRYPTOCURRENCY WORKS
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It only takes a few minutes to create a secure account, and you

can buy cryptocurrency using your debit card or bank account. 

On Coinbase, you can earn 1% APY — that’s much higher than

most traditional savings accounts

Millions of people hold bitcoin and other digital currencies as

part of their investment portfolios

Cryptocurrency  for  a  Cause
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WHY INVEST IN CRYPTOCURRENCY?
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Unlike stocks or bonds, you can easily transfer your

cryptocurrency to someone or pay for goods and services

Online exchanges like Coinbase have made buying and selling

cryptocurrencies easy, secure, and rewarding. 



Token Contract

 0xe552dfeae83f01ada1a5e071c7f590a63e3c24b8

0xfAE1E58289F2CFF16E49AD76A8881Bd66c329496

Marketing Wallet

 0x2DB0e9055956E2CB63821C4A65575a6ea7c6A9A6 

Liquidty Pool

Cryptocurrency  for  a  Cause
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420COIN FACTS
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 0x66E95f5E700F861C3214492adAC5a95e882C3214 

Dev Wallet



When the circulating supply hits 2% (1,000,000 tokens) or

fewer, 5 million 420Coin will be added to the circulating

supply plus liquidity from 5 million tokens to avoid slippage.

Initial // 50 million tokens

Deploy 420Coin

Reach $50,000 in liquidity to initiate Phase 2

Phase 1 // 50 million tokens

2.5% of $50,000 liquidity will be liquidated and donated to a

cannabis research foundation of 420Coin's choosing 

When liquidity doubles, 2.5% liquidity will be donated to a

cannabis research foundation of 420Coin's choosing

Reach $800,000 in liquidity to initiate Phase 3

Phase 2

We will donate 2.5% of liquidity every time liquidity gains

$420,000

For example, $800,000 + $420,000 = $1.22M * 2.5% =

$30,500 donated to to a cannabis research foundation of

420Coin's choosing

Phase 3

Cryptocurrency  for  a  Cause
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FUNDAMENTALS
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